We propose a universal geometric formulation of gauged supergravity in terms of a twisted doubled torus. We focus on string theory (M-theory) reductions with generalized Scherk-Schwarz twists residing in the O(n, n) (E 7(7) ) duality group. The set of doubled geometric fluxes, associated with the duality twists and identified naturally with the embedding tensor of gauged supergravity, captures all known fluxes, i.e. physical form fluxes, ordinary geometric fluxes, as well as their non-geometric counterparts. Furthermore, we propose a prescription for obtaining the effective geometry embedded in the string theory twisted doubled torus or in the M-theory megatorus and apply it for several models of geometric and non-geometric flux compactifications.
Introduction
Supergravity theories are usually studied as low-energy effective models of String Theory. Up to now, however, there are by far more possible supergravity realizations than those explained by String Theory reductions. The higher-dimensional origin of 4-dimensional supergravity models is especially important if we want to make contact between String Theory and phenomenology. Understanding which theories can be embedded into String Theory and which cannot, allows us to select consistent approaches for model building. Massive deformations of supergravity theories have a prominent position in this analysis. These theories allow for a stabilization of the moduli fields, which typically plague string effective theories, and for a non-trivial cosmological constant.
There are several ways of obtaining these supergravities from String Theory reductions. Compactifications on group manifolds, or certain coset spaces, give effective 4-dimensional actions that not only reproduce the original vacuum around which the theory was expanded, but also take into account certain deformations of the geometry of the internal space in a potential for the scalar fields. In these models, the gauge group of the effective theory is related to the symmetry group of the internal manifold.
Other approaches leading to gauged supergravities are Scherk-Schwarz reductions [1] , which recently have received a new interpretation as compactifications on twisted tori [2] , and flux compactifications [3] . In these reductions the non-trivial structure of the effective theory gauge group follows from the couplings of the vector fields to the expectation values of the higher-dimensional form fields or to the torsion of the twisted manifold. Despite the great activity in the field, which consists in identifying and classifying effective supergravities arising from String Theory reductions that use the above mentioned approaches, it is clear that these cover only a percentage of the possible 4-dimensional realisations.
As often in the past, the use of duality relations on these effective theories and on the structure of the scalar potentials has revealed a structure larger than expected and the possibility of deriving more and new supergravity models by employing additional "non-geometric" fluxes [4] . Although the existence of these fluxes can be argued from the effective theory data, we still cannot clearly explain their precise higher-dimensional origin. As the name suggests, these fluxes are often associated with reductions of String Theory on spaces that are not expected to have a global (or even local) geometric description. For this reason the task of verifying the validity regime of the resulting supergravities has become extremely challenging. In some cases we don't even know if there is a good way to describe String Theory on such backgrounds.
A step forward in trying to understand the origin of these models is given by the doubled formalism [5] - [9] , where, by doubling the coordinates of the internal space, one can obtain a description of String Theory and its effective models that allow for an explicit use of T-duality transformations. The basic idea underlying the doubled formalism is that, for genuinely stringy backgrounds such as the "non-geometric" ones, the winding modes of the string play an equally important role as the momentum modes and one should double the number of coordinates in order to account properly for both.
In this paper we aim to fill the gap existing between gauged supergravity theories and String Theory by providing a possible scheme for embedding any gauged supergravity theory with arbitrary gauge group (compatible, of course, with its embedding in the duality group) into a twisted version of the doubled formalism. This is a generalization of the Scherk-Schwarz reduction, known also as twisted torus compactification, to the case of doubled tori. The introduction of twist deformations to the ordinary reduction on the doubled torus gives a realization of all possible geometric and non-geometric fluxes, according to the type of coordinates and generators used in the twist matrices. The interesting feature of this approach is that one has information not only on the effective theory but also on the compactifying space. We discuss how the ordinary geometric data can be recovered from the twisted doubled geometry, by projections, and how the monodromies of the full space affect the global description of the reduced space.
In this paper we mainly focus on the N = 4 models that can be derived by reduction of heterotic theory on a twisted doubled T 6 , models that give rise to effective theories with gauge groups whose representation on the gauge field strengths is embedded in the O(6, 6) T-duality group. However, a similar approach may be extended to more general models that lead to larger gauge groups embedded in the full duality group. For this reason we also discuss the extension of this approach to M-theory, proposing an embedding of all possible N = 8 models into a "twisted megatorus" of dimension 56.
Note added: While this paper was in preparation we received the preprint [43] whose discussion overlaps part of section 2.
2 Scherk-Schwarz on a doubled torus
Compactifications on twisted tori
In [1] , Scherk and Schwarz proposed a reduction scheme to obtain massive deformations of ordinary Kaluza-Klein reductions of gravity theories on tori by allowing a special non-trivial dependence of the spacetime fields on the internal coordinates. Since this dependence has eventually to disappear from the effective theory, it must be related to some symmetry acting on the lower-dimensional fields.
When reducing a theory of gravity on a n-dimensional torus T n , there is a natural SL(n, R) symmetry acting on the fields of the effective action that can be used for such a purpose. Ordinary Kaluza-Klein expansion around a T n compactification selects as 4-dimensional moduli the fluctuations g ij (x) around the flat torus metric 1 :
A Scherk-Schwarz reduction selects a different set of moduli, instead. Introducing a dependence of the fluctuations on the internal coordinates by a twist matrix U i j (y), one obtains a new field expansion. For instance, for the metric field we have g kl (x, y) = g ij (x)U i k (y)U j l (y). The reduction Ansatz is then realized by an expansion in fluctuations around a non-trivial metric described by new vielbeins η i = U i j (y)dy j :
These vielbeins describe a space that is a deformation of the original torus and for this reason such a reduction is also known as "compactification on a twisted torus" [2, 10] . The word "twisted" refers to the twisting of the frames η i with respect to the usual coordinate differentials dy i by the matrix U i j (y). An equivalent way of thinking about this reduction is as a reduction on an ordinary torus but in the presence of a non-trivial spin connection condensate or torsion [2, 10, 11] , therefore justifying the term "geometric fluxes".
The requirement that the y-dependance of the full Lagrangian is trivial upon inserting the reduction Ansatz (2.2) implies an important consistency condition: the vielbeins η i describe a group manifold, i.e.
for constant τ i jk . As the reduction Ansatz (2.2) suggests, half of the isometry group of this group manifold, in this case the group of right-translations 2 , becomes the gauge group of the effective lower-dimensional theory. Consequently the τ -constants appearing in (2.3) are the structure constants of the gauge group
Moreover, twisting the torus induces a potential for the Scherk-Schwarz moduli fields
Formula (2.4) implies that there is a constructive way to define the twist matrices and hence the reduction Ansatz for a given gauge group G ⊂ SL(n, R). One starts by selecting a group representative g(y) = exp(y i Z i ) ∈ G, where Z i are the generators of the algebra g (2.4). Then one extracts the vielbeins η i by inspection of the left-invariant
Maurer-Cartan form Ω = g −1 dg = η i Z i . Finally, in order for the theory to be consistently defined on a compact space, one considers only groups such that a left quotient Γ\G with respect to the compact subgroup Γ = G(Z) is possible. When reducing string theory in such a way, one has to take into account other spacetime fields besides the metric [1, 2, 10] . The same type of reduction can be extended to all other string theory fields, like the universally present 2-form field B or other higher rank form fields. The resulting supergravity theory is still going to be a gauged supergravity, its gauge group, however, is not going to be just G due to the existence of extra vector fields coming from the reduction of the form fields (for instance B µi from the universal 2-form). Typically, the twisting induces a non-abelian action of the gauge symmetries also on them and therefore the final gauge group will be generically different than G [1, 2, 10], [12] - [20] .
The previous remark explains why a collective description of the lower dimensional moduli in a single generalized metric is desirable. A construction similar to the above one for this generalized metric would immediately give rise to an effective supergravity theory with the right gauge group described by the group manifold on which one reduces the original theory. In the following section we make a proposal on how to obtain such a description from twisting the doubled torus of [6] .
Twisting the doubled torus
When reducing string theory to four dimensions one has several moduli fields coming from different sources: the metric as well as the various form fields appearing in the ten-dimensional theory. A collective description of them in a unique generalized metric would be desirable, but for simplicity one can focus first only on the common sector of all string theory models described by the metric and the B-field system. In the reduction of the common sector to 4 dimensions one finds that the moduli fields describe the following non-linear σ-model [21] : SO(6, 6) SO(6) × SO (6) .
The 36 degrees of freedom parametrizing the above coset consist of the fluctuations of the metric g ij and of the 2-form field B ij in the internal space. These can be collected in a suggestive O(6, 6) matrix
This matrix has the right properties to be interpreted as the generalized metric of a doubled internal space with coordinates
so that SO(6, 6) has a natural action on them [5] . In the case of torus compactifications, a generalized world-sheet action has been proposed for strings living in this doubled space [6, 8] .
In this doubled formalism, the SO(6, 6) group has a clear interpretation as T-duality transformations on the background and the doubled coordinates have also an obvious interpretation as coordinates on the original and the T-dual circles of the internal T 6 .
Since H defined in (2.7) appears in this formalism as a metric for the doubled torus it is somehow natural to interpret the effective 4-dimensional theories coming from this type of compactifications as reductions on a doubled internal space:
The vector fields A 12 .
Now, if we draw a parallel to the previous discussion where a Scherk-Schwarz reduction led to a non-abelian gauge group G by introducing a twist matrix between the metric moduli and the differential on the internal space, we are tempted to generalize (2.8) by introducing a twisted doubled torus:
In general, these twist matrices U may depend on both the ordinary and the dual coordinates and soon we will see how this may lead to deformations of the original torus which may not have a global (or even a local) geometric description. As before, we expect that this explicit dependence cancels in the effective theory provided these twists define proper generalized vielbeins on T * (T 12 ) 10) such that
for constant T . These constants can be viewed as a sort of "generalized geometric fluxes" and it is natural to expect that they will include geometric fluxes, ordinary physical formfluxes, but even the "non-geometric" fluxes proposed in [22, 23, 24, 25, 4] . Therefore, it should be identified with the embedding tensor of gauged supergravity. One can also motivate the twisting of the doubled torus by comparing the formula (2.5) for the potential of a Scherk-Schwarz reduction on a standard twisted torus to the scalar potential of a generic gauged supergravity, which schematically reads
We see that the generalized metric indeed plays the role of metric moduli for the twisted doubled torus and the embedding tensor corresponds to geometric flux for the doubled torus. The 4-dimensional fields encoded in (2.7) can be interpreted as the fluctuations around a generalized background metric
where δ KL = diag{+ + . . . +} defines the SO(6)×SO(6) invariant metric. As in the case of the ordinary Scherk-Schwarz reduction, the vielbeins (2.10) can be viewed as vielbeins on a group manifold G, properly compactified by the action of a discrete group Γ = G(Z).
In this case, however, the group G is the full gauge group of the effective theory, since the action on the vector fields contained in (2.9) includes all the vectors of the effective theory.
At this point it is natural to ask ourselves what kind of groups can be used in this reduction. By analogy with the ordinary Scherk-Schwarz reduction one would expect G ⊂ GL(12, R). On the other hand, since the actual duality group is SO(6,6) one would expect G ⊂ SO (6, 6) . The correct answer is in between. As we will explain in the next section, the faithful representation of the gauge group realized on the vector fields of any gauged supergravity may actually correspond to an algebra that is larger than the one realized on the curvatures. Therefore, the structure of the gauge group read from the commutators on the vector fields may be larger than the one that has to be embedded in the O(6,6) duality group, as would naturally follow by the Gaillard-Zumino prescription [26] . This interesting feature is actually true in full generality, even for ordinary ScherkSchwarz reductions, and therefore we discuss it in the next section without requiring at first any link to the doubled formalism.
Fluxes and symplectic embedding
When performing Scherk-Schwarz compactifications there is often a mismatch between what is called the gauge group of the effective theory and the group embedded in the duality symmetries group. The gauge group obtained from Scherk-Schwarz reductions can be read from the actions on the vector fields, which should form a faithful representation of this group. If we call X M the generators of the corresponding algebra in the faithful representation and X M those in the adjoint, the latter being embeddable in the duality algebra, one sees that the group generated by X M is a contraction of that generated by X M . More precisely, the abelian ideal I, comprising of generators which act trivially on the curvatures, has been removed:
To be more explicit, take the action of the gauge transformations on the vector fields and their covariant field strengths:
If one computes the commutator of two such transformations on the gauge vectors, forming a faithful representation of the gauge group, one gets 17) and therefore one always obtains a non-zero result for non-commuting generators. On the other hand, if one takes the same commutator on the field-strengths one gets a zero on the right hand side any time the commutator closes on a generator of X which is not X, i.e. any generator which has a trivial action on the curvatures. Let us illustrate the above point by considering the case of the Heisenberg group
This can be realized on the gauge field strengths as
20)
It is trivial to show that the commutator (2.18) on A 3 correctly gives the action of X 3 on the same vector. This action is faithful only because of the inhomogeneous term in the transformation rules of the connections. On the field strengths one gets
Despite the non-trivial action on F 3 , the commutator of the X 1 and X 2 generators on F 3 closes to zero giving
The action of X 3 is trivial: X 3 = 0. This is the adjoint action and for this action the generators commute and can be embedded in the duality group. This explains why often the full gauge group G cannot be embedded in the duality group. Only a contraction, where the generators of the ideal I have been set to zero, can be effectively embedded in the duality group. The most extreme manifestation of this phenomenon is the case of an abelian gauge group U(1) 12 ; obviously the faithful representation of that group cannot be embedded in the fundamental of O(6,6) whereas the adjoint one, consisting of trivial generators equal to zero, admits also a trivial embedding. More interesting gauge algebras exhibiting this property were found in flux compactifications of String or M-theory [12, 13, 15] . Coming back to the doubled formalism, all of the above applies also to the twisted doubled torus which is a discrete quotient Γ\G of a group manifold G. The group G may be non-semisimple and thus its adjoint representation may not be faithful (for instance, as we saw above, if the corresponding Lie algebra g has central elements, the adjoint representation of these would be trivial). This affects the construction of the vielbein (2.10) on G as follows.
Let X M be generators of the Lie algebra g of G in a faithful representation, satisfying:
The X M denote a basis of generators of g in the adjoint representation:
The group G is the gauge group of the effective gauged supergravity and therefore the adjoint representation of g has to be embedded in the fundamental representation of the duality algebra o (6, 6) . This means that the X M generators can be expressed as linear combinations of the generators t α of the fundamental representation of the duality group 28) through the embedding tensor θ M α . This requirement implies that on the tangent space of G one can define an O(6, 6) invariant metric I:
The existence of this metric will be crucial when we will try to give an ordinary spacetime interpretation to the internal manifold. It can now be seen how the doubled vielbein follows from a generic element of G that is constructed from the faithful representation (2.26):
The left-invariant one-form determines the vielbein E M :
Moreover, from the same construction one can also determine explicitly this vielbein and especially the "twist matrix" U N M (Y). It is very interesting to notice that it can be expressed in terms of the generators in the adjoint representation X M only:
Ordinary geometry from a doubled space
So far we mainly discussed how a twisted version of the doubled geometry may lead to general gauged supergravities that include all known models. In this section we want to address the problem of understanding the geometry described by the doubled vielbeins E M in terms of an ordinary 6-dimensional space.
Before the twisting, the doubled space is that of a torus T 12 that is a trivial fibration of one T 6 over another T 6 . When the twist is introduced, the new doubled space described by the H M N metric is a (compact) group manifold of dimension 12. However, this total space can still be described as a fibration of a 6-dimensional space on another, provided we manage to describe properly the split into a base and fiber. The existence of an O(6,6)-invariant metric I M N (2.29) on the tangent space of M 12 = Γ\G comes to the rescue 3 . As we saw in (2.28), the adjoint representation of the algebra generating the group manifold G has to be embedded in the fundamental representation of the duality group. This means that the vielbeins, which transform in the co-adjoint of G, transform also in the (dual of the) fundamental of O(6, 6). Then, the O(6, 6) invariant metric can be used to define an inner product on the cotangent space of M 12 33) so that locally T * (M 12 ) splits into the sum of a tangent and cotangent space on a 6-dimensional space
The inner product (2.33) yields an almost product structure that for twists in O(6,6) can be applied also to the basis of differentials dY. Using (2.10) we can see that the inner product inherited by the basis of differentials is
If the twists U are in O(6,6) the metric γ is actually identical to I. This implies that one can really consider the differentials of the dual coordinates d y i as the basis of vectors on
The tangent space on a torus T (T 2 ) = {λ
, λ, µ ∈ R} splits into the tangent space on its base circle
, λ ∈ R} when there is a natural O(1,1) inner product pairing
the tangent space of the manifold M 6 described by the y i coordinates (see Fig. 1 ) :
Moreover, if U ∈ O(6,6) the doubled vielbeins can be put in the triangular form
by using an O(6)×O(6) local transformation. The doubled space can then be interpreted as following from an "ordinary" background described by a metric and a B-field given by (2.36). This does not yet imply that a well-defined global geometric picture exists, because, as we will see later, global issues may spoil this description. Anyway, it is important to understand for which group manifolds we have such a description and therefore which gauged supergravities can be lifted to string theory using this type of backgrounds. Upon inspection of (2.32), one realizes that for a generic choice of G, the matrix U is not, in general, the exponential of generators of O(6, 6) and therefore it is not a group element of O(6, 6). However, there are instances where the right hand side of (2.32) becomes an O(6, 6) group element. For example, if the X M generators (in the adjoint representation) are nilpotent of order 2, namely X M · X N = 0, in other words the gauge algebra is solvable of order 2, then U can be trivially written as an O(6, 6) group element
There may be other non-trivial solutions but it is clearly difficult to provide examples just by analyzing (2.32). It is therefore better to have an intrinsic characterization of the situations in which U ∈O(6,6), possibly after reparametrizations of Y. This is provided by the following criterion: the twist matrix U can be brought to an O(n, n) matrix through a reparametrization if and only if the Riemann tensor constructed out of the metric γ M N defined in (2.34) vanishes:
First of all, it should be clear that this Riemann tensor is not related to the curvature of the group manifold computed from the H metric, which follows from
instead. Then, whenever the Riemann tensor constructed from the metric γ M N vanishes, the space defined by this metric is flat and therefore there is a change of coordinates which brings γ M N = I M N . The important ingredient is that for the doubled space described by the discrete quotient of the group manifold G this computation can be done without any explicit reference to the metric γ. Since a group manifold is homogeneous, its Riemann tensor is constant in rigid indices and can be expressed in terms of the structure constants of the group itself. If the structure constants are denoted by
the doubled vielbeins satisfy
The spin connection then has the form
where the last equality follows from the adjoint representation being embedded in O(6,6), and the Riemann tensor reads:
This allows a classification of the group manifolds that can be brought to the form of an ordinary doubled torus geometry with twist matrices that can be deduced from a metric and B-field, just by using the intrinsic characterization given by its structure constants. It is actually striking that only solvable algebras of order two satisfy the above relation for any choice of the indices:
In the remainder of this section we come back to the examples where the product of the differentials (2.34) is not constant and therefore cannot be equal to I. When this happens, we can still try to make sense of the resulting space by obtaining a vielbein representation of the form (2.36). When dy i , d y j = δ i j , the identification of the differentials of the dual coordinates as the dual basis to {dy i } gives a proper coordinate basis on the base space for its tangent and cotangent space. If, on the other hand, the inner product
gives a coordinate dependent result, with a metric γ that cannot be brought to a constant form by a coordinate transformation, the splitting of T * (M 12 ) into T * (M 6 ) + T (M 6 ) has to be done pointwise. This means that the definition of the vector field basis {∂ i } in terms of {d y i } has to have a coordinate dependent form. If, for instance, the metric γ is block-diagonal but non-trivial, i.e.
so that
Defining E M in terms of the {dy i , ∂ i } basis gives an O(6,6) matrix which, therefore, can be put in a triangular gauge as
We will discuss later one such example where we will double the twisted torus corresponding to the flat group gauging on an ordinary T 6 .
In order to complete the interpretation of the base space geometry, besides global issues which will be discussed in the next section, one has still to make sense of the dependence on the dual coordinates. The explicit presence of dual coordinates y i in the resulting metric and B-field may be a signal that we are actually dealing with a non-geometric space. From the point of view of the base space we expect these dual coordinates to be interpreted as non-local loop coordinates. However, it may happen that a gauge transformation allows us to get rid of them when going to the triangular gauge. Also, as we will see in the next section, we can consider setting them to zero, provided we take into account the effect of the monodromies involving them as an action on the fields of the effective theory. After all, the ordinary space is obtained by a projection from the global doubled torus to the 6-dimensional base parametrized by the y i coordinates and whose cotangent space is spanned by the E i vielbeins. Hence, the projection is also performed by setting y i to zero. We refer the reader to the next section for a concrete description of this mechanism, while we hope to return on this issue with more details elsewhere.
Global description
In the previous subsections we described how the doubled geometry can be interpreted as an ordinary 6-dimensional background with a metric and a B-field, provided certain conditions are met. In this section we want to discuss the effects of global constraints on the simple description of the doubled space given in the previous subsections.
First of all, in order to have a globally well-defined vielbein on the full compact space Γ\G, one needs to identify the coordinates as
is the left action of an arbitrary group element g ∈ Γ (generated by right invariant vector fields). Since E are left-invariant
In full generality, such an identification will mix the coordinates y i with the dual ones y i .
Clearly, when trying to obtain a description in terms of an ordinary twisted torus metric with a non-trivial B-field the dual coordinates should disappear and one should set them to zero in the process of projecting to the base space. On the other hand, this procedure may not be strictly compatible with the identifications obtained in (2.46). However we can still obtain a consistent picture by considering the action of the monodromy group for fixed dual coordinates and then take into account its effect on the base space by translating the action on the coordinates into an action on the fields of the effective theory.
The generalized vielbein E transforms in the co-adjoint representation of G and this is what defines the monodromy of the compact manifold Γ\G. If we denote by σ R (g, Y) the right action of the group element g ∈ G on Y generated by the left-invariant vector fields, the vielbein transforms as
The monodromies following by completing the circle on the regular coordinates y i ∼ y i +1 can then be compensated by an action on the g and B fields. The twisted reduction Ansatz (2.9)
shows that an action of a g ∈ Γ on the coordinates Y → σ R (g, Y) can either be seen as an action on the doubled vielbeins (2.48), or as an action on
and hence on the 4-dimensional fields g ij and B ij . This also provides a criterion for characterizing a compactification as globally geometric, locally geometric or non-geometric. We know that the generic action of these monodromies is in O(6, 6) and we can split them in the three types of transformations which can be interpreted as a vielbein redefinition (i.e. coordinate transformation), a Bfield gauge transformation or a so-called β transformation (which includes T-dualities):
In order to recover the explicit form of the moduli transformations it is useful to rewrite the action (2.52) as an action on the matrix
This is realized as the fractional transformation
It is then clear that a Θ action is simply a gauge transformation B → B + Θ, while non-geometric transformations mixing g and B follow from any non-vanishing β. So, the group G defines a geometric compactification if and only if g does not involve β-transformations. This is certainly the case if the matrix M T M N P has this form, namely
where the generators t ij are defined as follows
From the coordinate point of view, we can see that a change of the dual coordinates by a function of the base coordinates corresponds to a gauge transformation of the B-field:
Diffeomorphisms in the base space must be related to similar transformations on the dual space (non-trivial A matrices in (2.53) acting on both sectors). Finally, non-local β transformations are related to coordinate transformations where the base coordinates are changed by functions of the dual ones
We will see in the next section various examples where these prescriptions are explicitly realised.
In this framework we can also discuss T-duality. The most general global transformation of the vielbein basis E M which leaves the inner product (2.33) has to belong to O(6, 6):
The new vielbein will now satisfy a different Maurer-Cartan equation
where
The matrix ρ represents the effect of a T-duality transformation and if it is not in G, the structure of the gauge group will change and thus the properties of the compactification manifold. In the next section we shall discuss four T-dual compactifications in detail.
String theory reductions
In this section we give several examples where we can apply the general theory described in the previous section. First of all we consider one example satisfying the condition (2.38), so that we have a clear description in terms of a metric and B-field, without introducing a non-coordinate basis for the tangent space of the doubled manifold. This is the toy model of a non-geometric compactification uncovered in [27] through T-dualities 4 . Then we will discuss how a non-trivial geometric background, like the flat group compactification of [1] , can be described by a non-trivial twisted doubled torus.
Fluxes in a doubled 3-torus reduction
The first model is based on a 3-torus, so that its double is a 6-torus carrying a natural action under the O(3,3) duality symmetry. We can always think of this as a special case of a 6-torus where 3 directions are kept fixed. The starting point is a flat T 3 with a non-trivial H-flux on the global 3-cycle of T 3 . This has a clear geometric description and can be constructed as a twisted doubled torus by the quotient of a group manifold G corresponding to the generalized Heisenberg algebra: works at the level of the gauged supergravity algebra and the corresponding doubled torus formulation. Duality transformations have a non-trivial action on the vielbeins
Obviously such an action may transform the vielbeins away from the triangular gauge. However, in this example the metric γ in (2.34) is flat γ = I and hence there is always an action U = kU by a local O(3) × O(3) transformation k that brings it back to a triangular form. Therefore, the new generalized vielbein can always be interpreted in terms of a 3-dimensional vielbein e a i and a B-field B ij . A strict application of Busher's rules would require that the generalized metric H does not depend on the coordinates corresponding to the directions on which one is acting. Therefore, our application of these duality transformations is done at a formal level, but the outcome gives a picture consistent with the expectations. The T-dualities along the z, y and x directions of (3.2) are realized by the following matrices: It is interesting to point out that from the gauged supergravity point of view the compact subgroup of the full duality group is the group of duality transformations that leaves any vacuum of the theory invariant. This means that the resulting gauged supergravities give rise to vacua with the same properties, for instance that of having a certain number of moduli fixed. However, the higher dimensional interpretation changes. This implies that, starting from a vacuum with all moduli stabilized, one can generate other vacua with all moduli stabilized in this way, therefore obtaining new higher-dimensional backgrounds with this same property.
NS-NS h-flux
As in [27] the starting point is a standard flat 3-torus endowed with constant NS-NS flux 5 . If {x, y, z} are the coordinates on T 3 periodically identified with period R, the corresponding doubled torus has coordinates Y ≡ {x, y, z,x,ỹ,z} and {x,ỹ,z} are identified with period 1/R. In the following we will take R = 1 for simplicity. The metric and B-field read
and from these data we can immediately write down the generalized vielbein U h and the corresponding generalized metric H h = U T h U h on the doubled torus
6)
The generalized coframe reads
and we can verify that they satisfy the following Maurer-Cartan equations
with h 123 = −2. These structure equations imply that the doubled torus is twisted and that at least locally is a group manifold. The corresponding Lie algebra is spanned by a set of generators { Z i , X i } obeying the following commutation relations 10) which is exactly the gauge algebra of a string compactification on a 3-torus with constant flux h ijk . The gauge generators Z i that originate from the metric are associated with the vielbeins E i while the dual vielbeins E i correspond to the gauge generators X i that come from the reduction of the antisymmetric tensor. The X i generators are central charges and hence they have zero action on the curvature field strengths (X i = 0).
The first observation here is that a different choice of gauge for the B-field, for instance B = 3xdy ∧ dz, would lead to a generalized coframe that doesn't satisfy the expected Maurer-Cartan equations. In particular the structure constants are not fully antisymmetric. However, consistency of the gauging implies that the metric I is an invariant metric of the gauge algebra and hence the structure constants are always fully antisymmetric. The relation between the two choices of B is a gauge transformation dΛ = d(xy) ∧ dz − d(xz) ∧ dy, which is also an element of O(3,3)
that can be applied to the right of (3.6) to recover the non-symmetric form of the B-field. A second observation concerns the identifications that make the vielbeins (3.8) globally well-defined. They are and we see that the existence of the non-trivial B-field is encoded in the redefinition of the dual coordinates by the actual coordinates, when the latter are shifted. In particular, we can interpret the monodromies on the dual coordinates as actions on the effective theory fields and check that this compactification is a well defined geometric compactification according to the discussion of section 2.5. This follows from the fact that the embedding of the gauge generators in O(3,3) is given by Z i = −h ijk t jk and corresponds to a Θ transformation. Actually, we can explicitly see that the action of the monodromy on the x, y or z coordinate has to be related to a B-field gauge transformation, signalled by the corresponding action on the dual coordinates. For instance
can be interpreted as B yz → B yz − 1. In this way we recover that when going around the S 1 parameterized by x one has to perform a gauge transformation of the B-field to compensate the change in (3.13)
Similar monodromy relations are obtained for the y and z coordinates.
Geometric τ flux
The first duality transformation is taken along the z direction. The new vielbein then is U τ = ρ z U h ρ z and it reads
The corresponding doubled coframe is given by 16) and the associated Maurer-Cartan equations are, as expected, 
The coframe is well-defined if we impose the following global identifications
In this case the monodromies on the base "geometric" coordinates mix them, as expected for an ordinary twisted torus. We can actually read from (3.16) the corresponding metric and B field
When projecting to the base space atz = 0, we see that we obtain a simple globally well defined twisted torus. Once more this was expected to be geometric, by inspection of the embedding of the generators in the duality group. The monodromies are obtained by
jk t jk and they are of the form (2.56). The rotation on the dual coordinatez has to be done along with a gauge transformation B ∼ B − dx ∧ dy. In any case everything looks safely geometric. Also, this background is obviously related to the original T-dual one, but with the non-symmetric B-field gauge, by a transformation ρ z Θρ z . This new transformation is not a pure gauge anymore. However it leads to the expected purely geometric background without any dependence on the dual coordinates.
Locally geometric Q-flux
The application of a second T-duality along y gives a new generalized vielbein U Q = ρ y U τ ρ y : 21) and the associated coframes read
which satisfy the Maurer-Cartan equations
with Q 23 1 = −2. This is indeed the correct gauge algebra in the presence of Q-flux:
In this case, the doubled-vielbeins are not in the right triangular form, needed to read off the actual metric and B-field. This is achieved by acting on (3.21) from the left with the following O(3) × O(3) matrix 25) which leads to
The identifications that make the space globally defined are (x, y, z) ∼ (x + 1, y +z, z −ỹ),
We see here for the first time an identification that shifts the ordinary coordinates by a dual one when identifying a base coordinate. This means that when identifying x ∼ x + 1 one has to also identify properly the B-field and the metric. The action on the vielbeins 28) and this is a β transformation of the form
As explained in section 2.5 we can read the transformation required on the moduli fields by the action on the matrix M = g + B. The result is that
2 +g yy g zz . This means that the metric and B-field give a proper geometric description to the base space only if we act by (3.30) whenever x ∼ x + 1. This is also clear when looking at the metric and B-field after projecting to the base and setting the dual coordinates to zero:
Both the metric and B-field are not well defined functions of the x coordinate, which is periodically identified. They give however a good global description upon using the identification (3.30), which for this case reduces to [27, 30] :
with ∆ = (1 − B yz ) 2 + g yy g zz , because g xy = g xz = g yz = B xy = B xz = 0.
Once more, a different way to obtain (3.31) without any dependence on the dual coordinates is by taking the action of the duality transformations directly on the nonsymmetric gauge for the original B-field. This is dual to the above background by a ρ y ρ z Θρ z ρ y transformation.
Non-geometric R-flux
The third T-duality at our disposal yields the generalized metric 33) whose corresponding coframes are
34) satisfying the Maurer-Cartan equations
Therefore the doubled torus indeed realized the gauge algebra with R-flux:
A further action on the left with the following O(3) × O(3) transformation
where χ = 1 1+x 2 +ỹ 2 +z 2 brings the vielbein into a triangular form:
The global identifications of this space are
Although the naive projection to the base space may seem to yield a flat torus with a trivial B-field, the identifications required on the dual coordinates have an extreme effect on the field content. These identifications involve β-transformations related to the shift of a base coordinate by the dual ones. If we insist on interpreting these identifications as actions on the space-time fields we obtain a fully non-geometric background, because one has to perform identifications that entangle the metric and the B-field, without any relation to a geometric action on the base coordinates. It is actually known that this space is isomorphic to a so-called non-associative torus [31, 32, 33] , which does not admit a classical geometric description even locally.
A summary
All previous examples can be grouped in a unique class of compactifications on a 3-torus with general flux in which the gauge generators in the adjoint representation are nilpotent of order two: X I · X J = 0. The doubled torus has vielbein satisfying eq. (2.11) with T IJ K = −X IJ K . The previous four cases correspond to flux tensors X N M P identified with H ijk , τ ij k , Q i jk and R ijk related to one another by T-duality, respectively.
These vielbeins will follow from the left-invariant one-form
Howeveer, the vielbein E M will feel only the right component of the transformation:
The matrix s has the general form (3.45) and it can be absorbed in a corresponding duality of the four dimensional g ij and B ij moduli according to (2.55) . This led to the monodromies discussed above for the four cases in which
From equation (3.47) we see that only in the two latter cases a shift (3.46) in the coordinates may involve a β-transformations. In the presence of Q-flux the β transformation may be induced by a shift y i → y i + n i in the y i coordinates and
in the presence of R-flux a β-transformation may be induced by a shiftỹ i →ỹ i + n i :
The flat group
Another interesting example is given by the so-called flat groups. These group manifolds were introduced in [1] as means of generating a potential admitting a D-dimensional Minkowski vacuum upon reducing a D + n-dimensional theory on a T n torus. This compactification is equivalent to performing first an ordinary reduction from D + n to D +1 dimensions and then a Scherk-Schwarz reduction on the last compactification circle with a twist that depends on its coordinate and on a matrix M ∈ so(n − 1). Splitting the index running on the n extra coordinates i = 0, . . . , n − 1 into a = 1, . . . , n − 1 and 0, we can write the resulting gauge algebra as
When dealing with the full reduction of a supergravity theory and not just with the gravity sector one has additional generators X i corresponding to the gauge vectors coming from the reduction of tensor fields in higher dimensions. Altogether these generators describe the gauge algebra
which is realized as a faithful representation on the gauge vector fields of the reduced theory: δA
(3.50)
The role of X 0 is that of a central charge and therefore we see that in this example there
is an abelian ideal which should be removed when embedding (3.49) inside the algebra corresponding to the duality group. The algebra (3.49) is not a subalgebra of the duality one, namely o(n, n). However, the adjoint action of X 0 is trivial on all the curvatures and therefore the adjoint representation can be embedded in o(n, n), whose generators we name t i j for the sl(n, R) part and t ij , t ij for the so-called B and β transformations respectively. Writing the o(n, n) algebra as
the gauge generators in the adjoint representation are obtained by
The resulting algebra is
and it is a subalgebra of o(n, n) by construction.
To construct the corresponding doubled torus, one can start from a group representative
and obtain the left-invariant vielbeins from
The matrix U reads
As expected from the previous general discussion, the matrix U N M is not an O(n, n) matrix and it cannot be put in the triangular form described in (2.36). However, as noticed in section 2.4, one can define the dual basis to the cotangent space described by {dy 0 , dy a } by defining:
By using the {dy i , ∂ i } basis the vielbein E M can be described in terms of an O(n, n) matrix which in this case is already in triangular form. It describes the vielbeins of the twisted torus geometry for the flat group and a zero B-field. For instance, for a simple 3-torus one has
and, after identifying
, it reduces to a triangular form. This background is definitely geometric and indeed, in the twisted doubled torus description, if we transform Y M by means of an infinitesimal G transformation
the vielbein forms E M transform according to
which is in the geometric subgroup.
N = 4 gaugings and non-geometric fluxes
The set of fluxes considered in this section, namely the physical NS-NS h-flux, the geometric τ -flux and their non-geometric counterparts Q and R, appear naturally when one considers toroidal compactifications of the common sector consisting of the metric and the B field. Therefore, it makes sense to focus on heterotic string theory whose massless spectrum contains no other higher rank forms (it also includes gauge fields but we neglect them for simplicity). A reduction of heterotic supergravity on a T 6 with any of the above fluxes turned-on yields a four-dimensional theory with 16 supercharges and non-abelian gauge fields, i.e. an N = 4 gauged supergravity. These theories have been recently constructed in full generality [34] . They are characterized by two types of embedding tensors: f αIJK and ξ αI , where the index α denotes a doublet under the SL(2, R) factor of the duality group and I, J, K are in the fundamental of O(6,6) and completely antisymmetrized. Notice that we consider a reduction only of the gravity sector, therefore we obtain 12 gauge fields rotated by the O(6,6) duality group. Reducing the gauge fields already present in 10 dimensions would result in more four-dimensional gauge fields and an appropriate enlargement of the duality group.
It is convenient to set the embedding tensors f −IJK and ξ −I to zero, because one usually is interested in electric gaugings, i.e. gaugings where only the electric gauge potentials have non-abelian interactions. Splitting the fundamental indices of O(6,6) as I = i , i with i = 1, 2, . . . , 6 and so that the metric (2.29) takes the form I ij = I ij = 0, I i j = I j i = δ j i , enables us to separate the embedding tensor f +IJK into four types:
These different types of gauging parameters correspond to the set of fluxes under consideration 6 . This correspondence can be easily checked by matching the potentials of N = 4 gauged supergravity with those obtained from direct reductions of heterotic supergravity in the case of physical and/or geometric fluxes and with their extensions, motivated by duality arguments, in the case of non-geometric fluxes [22, 23] .
M-theory reductions
In the following we shall try to extend our analysis to M-theory reductions to four dimensions. It is known that the effective theory describing the low-energy dynamics of M-theory (eleven dimensional supergravity [36] ) on a seven-torus T 7 is an ungauged N = 8, D = 4 supergravity. It was shown in [37] that the manifest GL(7, R) global symmetry of the four dimensional theory, associated with the T 7 -compactification, is enhanced to an E 7(7) global symmetry of the equations of motion and Bianchi identities once the seven 2-forms, arising from the reduction of the 3-form, are dualized to scalar fields. In this framework the duality group E 7(7) plays the role of the group SL(2, R) × O (6, 6) in the heterotic case (or of the group O(1, 1) × O(6, 6) if the 2-form is not dualized to a scalar). In contrast to this case, in which the duality action of the O(6, 6) group on the vector field strengths and their magnetic duals is block-diagonal, namely it does not mix electric with magnetic charges, the duality action of E 7(7) is non-perturbative. In fact the electric and magnetic charges transform all together in the representation 56 of E 7(7) . The eleven dimensional origin of the various four-dimensional fields can be recovered by branching the corresponding E 7(7) representations with respect to GL(7, R) ⊂ E 7(7) . For instance, the branching respectively. In this setup, the presence of fluxes induces local symmetries in the four-dimensional theory, which can thus be constructed from the ungauged D = 4, N = 8 theory by gauging a suitable Lie group G. The most general gauging in the maximal four dimensional theory was discussed in [38, 39] . It was shown that the gauged field equations and Bianchi identities can be written formally in a E 7(7) invariant way. This was done by gauging 56 gauge generators X M , M = 1, . . . , 56, in e 7 (7) by means of all the 56 vector fields A M µ = (A Λ µ , A Λµ ), Λ = 1, . . . , 28, (which include the magnetic potentials A Λµ ). The adjoint representation of the X M generators is required to be in the 56 of e 7(7) and can be expanded in a basis {t α } of e 7(7) generators through an embedding tensor
It is useful to define the tensor X M N P as the matrix representation of X M in the 56: 
The most general deformation of the N = 8, D = 4 theory is then encoded in the E 7(7) covariant tensor θ M α . Consistency of the gauging with N = 8 supersymmetry requires θ M α (or equivalently X M N P ) to transform in the representation 912 of E 7(7) . This linear condition can be expressed in the form X (M N P ) = 0. Besides the linear one, θ M α is also subject to the quadratic constraint (4.3), which expresses the closure of the gauge algebra inside e 7(7) or, equivalently, the gauge invariance of the embedding tensor itself, and which can be recast in the following form: 4) or equivalently, using the linear constraint, as
The above condition guarantees that no more than 28 vector fields take part into the minimal couplings and thus prevents the theory, which involves magnetic couplings as well as electric ones, to suffer from locality problems. It is important to notice that the tensor X M N P is not antisymmetric in the first two indices and thus it is not proportional to the structure constants. Group theoretical arguments show that the tensors X and T are proportional only when contracted with a gauge generator, as in eq. (4.3). As a consequence, eq. (4.4) does not imply the Jacobi identity for X M N P . The closest we can get to it is through the following identity, which can be derived using (4.4):
In virtue of eq. (4.5), the right hand side of the above identity vanishes upon contraction with X Q and thus that the Jacobi identity holds for the commutation relation (4.3). The construction in [39] also requires the introduction of 133 tensor fields B µνα transforming in the adjoint representation of E 7 (7) . The resulting gauged field equations and Bianchi identities are globally E 7(7) -invariant provided the constant tensor θ M α is transformed under E 7(7) as well. At this point we wish to employ the same bottom-up approach followed in the previous sections and try to interpret the most general gauged D = 4, N = 8 supergravity as descending from an M-theory compactification on some generalized geometry manifold M. Following [9] it is natural to characterize this generalized M 56 as a 56-dimensional space, dubbed the "megatorus", whose tangent bundle has structure group E 7(7) . We assume we are compactifying on a M 7 , whose tangent and cotangent spaces are well defined. From (4.1) it follows that the tangent space of M 56 should have the form [9] 
where H = U T U is a symmetric symplectic matrix built out of the vielbein U of the scalar manifold E 7(7) /SU 8 , which depends on the 70 scalars of the four dimensional theory. Now we wish to define a consistent deformation of the cohomology of M 56 which accommodates the tensor X M N P and which reproduces the corresponding gauged supergravity in four dimensions. We could naively try to write a Maurer-Cartan equation of the form:
From equation (4.6) it follows that the above equation is not integrable and thus is inconsistent. This means that the one forms E M are not enough for describing the cohomology of M 56 . In order to write a consistent generalization of the Maurer-Cartan equations involving the most general embedding tensor, we can introduce in the cohomology of M 56 a basis of 133 2-forms b α transforming in the adjoint representation of E 7(7) and write
10)
The above system of equations is indeed integrable and manifestly E 7(7) -covariant. Equation (4.5) guarantees that a symplectic rotation always exists, which can rotate the magnetic components θ Λα of θ M α to zero. In this electric frame the 2-forms disappear in the derivative of E Λ which reads
where we have used the property X Σ ΓΛ = 0, following from the condition X (M N P ) = 0.
The 2-forms therefore enter only into the expression of dE Λ . We postpone to future work a more detailed analysis of the geometry of M 56 and of the local embedding M 7 → M 56 . The scalar potential induced by the generalized fluxes X M N K takes a form similar to (2.12): 13) where H M N is now the symmetric 56 × 56 matrix that contains the 70 scalar fields of the N = 8 theory.
The known form and geometric fluxes can be identified with different components of the most general embedding tensor under the branching of the 912 with respect to GL(7, R): Table I : flux representations under the GL(7, R) decomposition of E 7(7) .
The component g 7 if the flux of the 7-form field strength across T 7 , whileg 7 represents the four dimensional space-time components of the 4-form field strength. The internal flux of the 4-form field strength is g ijkl while τ ij k is the twist of the torus. All the components in Table I are part of a single irreducible representation of E 7(7) and therefore are mapped into one another by string/M-theory dualities. We can also see that many new "nongeometric" fluxes may appear. Let us end this section by illustrating how the above scheme naturally includes the known SO(8)-gauging [40] arising from the M-theory compactification on a seven-sphere S 7 and the CSO(p, q, r)-gaugings (p + q + r = 8) conjectured to originate from the noncompactification on a hyperboloid [41, 42] . We notice [20] that the tensors θ (ij) (28 −1 ), τ k (7 +3 ) and g 7 ( 1 +7 ) in Table I We can rotate the magnetic components of the embedding tensor to zero through the symplectic rotation which derives from the dualization A ij µ ↔ A The case q = r = 0, p = 8 corresponds to the SO(8) gauging in which θ AB = δ AB .
